1998 cadillac seville problems

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Clunks, squeeks and rubbing noise from rear suspension.
Noise apparent when turning up a slope, starting forward from a standing stop, or going over
road dips. Reported three times to dealer before they investigated. Last report resulted in dealer
fixing what was described as a "missing weld" in the right rear wheel well. However, noise
returned shortly after, and now the vehicle is out of warranty. Dealer says they aren't aware of
any other rear suspension problems with this make and model. However, another dealer told me
Cadillac was aware of rear suspension problems when the car was introduced in January, a
month before I got mine , and that they were going to be fixed before cars got delivered. Vehicle
vibrates between 65 and 70 mph which sometimes causes the rear of the car to skip sideways.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. As you
ascend the pricing scale, there comes a point when a car's ability becomes largely taken for
granted and what the car says about you becomes more important. The American giant has put
so many toes in the water of the shark-infested European luxury car market that you'd expect it
to nursing some rather nasty wounds. In however, Cadillac came back in a bigger way than ever
before with the Seville. There's no doubt it's a good car, but then so is a Nissan QX or a Toyota
Camry and would you really want to be seen stepping out of one of these at the golf club?
Image talks and a used Cadillac Seville may well prove what many suspected - talk is cheap.
The Cadillac Seville name was first used in , although the modern Seville's history began in as a
response to the first oil crisis. It was a full metre shorter than the Fleetwood luxury model, and
ran an 'economical' 5. The fifth-generation Cadillac Seville hit the UK showrooms in April and
was greeted by whistling wind and passing tumbleweed. Launched at the same time as the
Chevrolet Corvette, Camaro and Blazer models, it was part of General Motors' programme to
establish an American beachhead through twelve selected Vauxhall dealers. Sales were modest
to say the least, with finding new owners in the entire calendar year. The Seville STS was
designed with a European market in mind, being mm shorter than its predecessor, and boasting
the impressive 4. This made the Seville the world's most powerful front-wheel drive car. The
model year STS benefited from some tuning of the Northstar's engine note, changes to the
cylinder head to make the car run more efficiently and also the development of 'continuously
variable road-sensing suspension. Official UK imports finished in early The interior of the
Seville has come a long way from American luxury saloons most of us remember. There aren't
any column shifters, rawhide seats or Routemaster-steering wheels. No, you won't feel like
Boss Hogg or an extra from Shaft. Can it really steal sales from the established players? The
StabiliTrak drive dynamics system, tweaked since the Seville first arrived here, might just help.
This is an active handling system intended, with traction control, to harness the bhp of the 4.
For the money you'd expect driver aids like this. BMW and Mercedes already offer stability
systems that in extreme situations throttle the car back whilst simultaneously applying the
brakes, hopefully helping the driver regain control when things get tricky. As you'd expect from
a car pitched in size and price against Jaguar's XJ8 Sovereign 4. The Bose 4. There's also
dual-zone climate control, leather upholstery, heated seats front and rear! The adaptive seating
system inflates and deflates a series of ten air cushions to give a precisely tailored seat fit.
Some of the detailing is quite interesting too. Like steering wheel controls not only for the
stereo but also for the air conditioning why has no one thought of that before? Of more dubious
value is the digital compass built into the rear view mirror. Twin front and side airbags also
come as part of the deal, as does the latest Bosch ABS system and a 4-speed automatic
gearbox there's no manual option. Please fill in the form here for an exact up-to-date
information. The Seville is an astonishingly reliable car. With service intervals every ,mile, the
General Motors dealer network have no significant faults to report. When checking over a
Seville look for damage to trim or minor body imperfections. In this sector of the market, such
damage knocks used values hard. Your best bet will be to bag a low mileage used car from one
of the approved dealers. If you were figuring that the General Motors parts would be
Vauxhall-cheap, then you'd be labouring under a similar misapprehension. Prices are on a par
with class rivals. What the StabiliTrak stability control system has done to the Seville is to refine
the concept, both by making its activation smoother and enabling the driver to power more
easily out of dangerous manoeuvres. In its latest incarnation it has more heart-stopping
scenarios programmed in to its electronic brain and reacts in more innovative ways to a driver's
mistakes. Easy to say, harder to prove. A violent last minute lane-switch on soaking tarmac at
55mph pitches the car into a lurid sideways slide so easy to correct that you feel like Mario
Andretti. Only when you do the same test with the system deactivated do you realise how small
a chance you would have of avoiding an accident in an ordinary car. Many European buyers are

going to take issue with that because, on a short run at least, the big Caddy feels anything but a
BMW. Clearly, the Detroit engineers have listened carefully to early European criticism. The
steering, noted for being too light, now has what the boffins call "active steering effort
compensation" to increase turning effort and give more feel through the steering wheel when
the front wheels break traction. Better, yes, but most still would say that the driving experience
is still not as involving as when piloting the German car. You might also think that the ride is too
springy after a trip round the block. Find some more challenging roads, however, and a very
different picture emerges. Above 50mph, the speed-sensitive steering begins to come into its
own, as does the ride. Not that you'd believe you were in anything German, or even in a Jaguar
come to that. But this feeling is deceptive. The Seville has the most absorbent ride in its class
and achieves it without resorting to a suspension set-up which has more in common with a
waterbed. Over dips and humps that would have an E-Class or a 5 Series taking off or smashing
on its bump stops, the Cadillac cruises serenely. Don't get us wrong. Unlike say, a i, it's not a
car you'd take for a country lane blast just for the heck of it, but over fast, undulating A or B
roads, it's the most cosseting of all. The magnificent Northstar V8 engine struggles to deploy its
power cleanly through the front wheels, but is still the Seville's best feature. A limp-home
feature allows the car to run safely for up to 50 miles, even after total loss of oil. Service
intervals of , miles should suggest that it's not a temperamental unit either. It rarely feels as
accomplished as its German rivals, but it's a cheaper used bet and you'll never feel like you're
going with the herd. Pursue an older model and let the previous owner swallow the cost of
depreciation. With ,mile service intervals and surprisingly good fuel economy, buying used is
an economical way of getting behind the wheel of this generous slice of American pie. By
clicking subscribe you are adhering to our terms and conditions. Please see our privacy policy
for more details. Personal Business. Sales enquiries: Personal Breakdown Cover. How to pass
your driving test Car insurance guides. RAC Drive. Greater London Change location. Your
location is currently set as Greater London Update location. Use my location. Search RAC Drive
for news, reviews, advice and more. Cadillac Seville - used car review. Get covered. Join now.
Get our best motoring stories, delivered. Get the latest news, reviews and offers to help keep
your motoring costs down. You might also like. Sign up for our newsletter Get the latest news,
advice, reviews and offers to help keep your motoring costs down. Privacy policy Accessibility
Cookie policy. Since its rebirth at the North American International Auto Show, the Cadillac
Seville has enjoyed premier status as the best American luxury sedan on the market. Imagine
how the engineers and stylists selected to improve upon that award-winning design must have
felt as they undertook the mission to create an all-new Seville for the model year. The goal was
to produce a world-class performance car that offered consumers sumptuous luxury and all the
technological goodies available today. At first glance, it appears as though the goal was met,
and exceeded. The Seville once again embodies the best America has to offer. What's different
this time is that in many ways, it also embodies the best of what the world has to offer. For
example, there are two engines available for the new Seville. Both are dual overhead cam
engines, rated by critics who know about such things as among the best on the planet. A
horsepower-version of the 4. The Seville STS gets an additional 25 ponies under the hood. But
this motor is smoother and quieter than the second-generation Northstar from the Seville.
Induction and exhaust noise is muted, and engine-driven accessories are bolted directly to the
engine block to tone down vibration and harshness. PAS uses sensors to evaluate a driver's
intentions, and programs the gearbox to behave like a manual transmission during spirited
driving. For example, while approaching a corner and standing hard on the brakes, the
transmission will select the proper gear for taking the turn before the car begins to change
direction. Then, it will hold that gear in the corner, eliminating an upshift that could unsettle the
Seville's balance. StabiliTrak is standard equipment on Seville. What is it? According to
Cadillac, it's like having a co-pilot on board. Sensors hooked to a microprocessor monitor
steering angle and other driver inputs to determine what the driver is going to do. If the Seville
responds in such a way that is inconsistent with the computer's expectation of what the driver
intends, the system selectively applies the front brakes to help keep the car on the intended
line. In snow or on ice, this can make the difference between remaining on the road or sliding
off the pavement and into the woods. CVRSS employs dampers at each corner to instantly
adjust the Seville's ride and handling setup to accomplish the task at hand. ICCS reads the road
surface and selects the optimum shock absorber setting within milliseconds. Together, these
two systems are designed to provide optimum suspension control at all times, regardless of
driver input or road surface. Inside, passengers find luxurious leather appointments, Zebrano
wood trim and an ergonomically functional control panel highlighted by electro-luminescent
analog gauges. Interior storage is outstanding, with a glovebox that accommodates a Franklin
planner, a clamshell-design center armrest console, and an umbrella tray under the front seat.

Standard on the STS is a new Bose 4. Available on the STS is an adaptive seating package: a
network of inflatable air cells is installed in the seat cushion, seatback and side bolsters. The
system automatically measures pressure in these areas and adjusts the amount of cell inflation
to provide optimal comfort and support. Styling is evolutionary, and it only looks dramatically
different from the previous Seville when new and old are parked side by side. The model has a
wider stance and a lower hood, resulting in a more aggressive appearance. The edges have
been softened, and the contemporary look should wear well. We could go on about the optional
OnStar Communications system, the RDS stereo system, the second-generation front airbags,
and other Seville goodies, but space is limited. What we have here is an outstanding example of
American design and engineering. Our first impression is that the Seville is well worth every
penny. When Henry Leland founded Cadillac in , he didn't intend that his company would
compete with the world's best automakers for prestige and luxury. He merely wanted to make
quality cars that were stylish and reliable. General Motors acquired Cadillac in , though, and
within a decade Cadillac had assumed the mantle of luxury car builder for the world's biggest
carmaker. Throughout its adolescence and adulthood, Cadillac built some of the most desirable
cars on the road. Powerful motors, spacious cabins, luxurious materials and high attention to
detail made vehicles like the Sixty-Special sedans of the '30s, Sixty-Two coupes and
convertibles of the '50s, and the front-wheel drive Eldorado of the '60s the most sought-after
cars of their times. Times change, however, as have Cadillac's fortunes. Cadillac's market share
began slipping when fuel shortages steered buyers away from gas-sucking 8. Although
Cadillac's defenders may chalk up these problems to outside influences, it is hard to ignore the
internal missteps that took this company from greatness in the '50s and '60s to mediocrity
during the '70s and '80s. In an attempt to stem the tide of defectors looking for fuel-efficient
imports in smaller packages, Cadillac unleashed two abominations on the American public in
the s. The first monstrosity was called the V This variable cylinder engine appeared on the
Seville's optional equipment list in and was standard on other models that same year. Designed
to maximize fuel efficiency while minimizing power loss, the engine was supposed to alternate
the number of cylinders at work, depending on driver demands. It may have seemed like a
decent idea at the time, but lousy reliability kept it on the market for just one year, angering
drivers who expected more out of a company that claimed to be "The Standard of the World.
Following quickly on the heels of the V debacle, the Cimarron debuted in , featuring all of the
luxury and gadgets that Cadillac could dump onto a glorified Chevy Cavalier. Featuring an
obnoxious 2. Needless to say, this Chevrillac did little to keep buyers from shopping for
Bimmers. The late '80s and much of the '90s didn't offer Cadillac project mangers much hope. A
new breed of imports cropped up, this time from Japan, offering great value, reliability and
performance for less money than European and American luxury cars. Cadillac did not respond
quickly enough to this new threat, striking out with its move toward a front-wheel drive lineup,
just when everyone else figured out how to offer better performance and handling in a rear-drive
car. Its image builder, the two-seater Allante convertible, was also a flop. The Allante alienated
traditional Cadillac buyers who hadn't seen a two-seater droptop in the Caddy lineup since the
Roosevelt administration, while failing to woo shoppers away from the mega-buck
Mercedes-Benz SL convertibles. Worse was its aging client base; Cadillac buyers were typically
past retirement age, not exactly the demographic Cadillac wanted to ride into the next century.
Facing these cruel market forces has caused Cadillac to rise to a challenge that some members
of my albeit younger generation may not have thought possible. In , Cadillac introduced one of
the best engines the planet has ever seen: the Northstar V8. That same year saw the renovation
of the Seville model. What was first conceived as a dumpy, bustle-butt four-door had finally
blossomed into an impressive sport sedan. Similar updates to the Eldorado and DeVille, along
with the cancellation of the Fleetwood and the introduction of the Catera, invigorated a
company that seemed to be perched on the brink of obsolescence for the last decade.
Unfortunately for Cadillac, the competition also improved at a breakneck pace, so while the
Seville and its siblings looked impressive upon introduction, they were outmatched by Enter the
Cadillac Seville STS, a car designed not just to meet the competition, but to leave its rivals
choking on charred Goodyears. Over the last few years Cadillac has learned that luxury buyers
place as much value on performance as they do on doodads. As a result, the new-for-'98 Seville
has got performance enhancing gizmos up the wazoo. Among the more important features are
performance algorithm shifting, traction control with StabiliTrak, antilock brakes and the
awesome Northstar V8 engine. Performance algorithm shifting is designed to match the car's
shifting pattern to a driver's level of aggressiveness. This means that Sunday drivers get
smooth shifts that move the car along placidly, while aggressive drivers get high-rev shifts that
make the most of the horsepower Northstar engine lurking under the STS's hood. In addition to
monitoring shift timing, this smart gearbox has sensors that keep the car from shifting during

hard cornering. This means that drivers don't have to worry about unwanted power surges in
the middle of a tricky turn. Cadillac has also equipped the Seville with a sophisticated traction
control system that features yaw control in addition to regular wheel speed monitors. The
traction control system works like many others in a straight line, with ABS sensors monitoring
the speeds at the front wheels and employing either of the front brakes and cutting engine
power if the tires don't have traction. What sets the Cadillac system apart from the one found on
the Chevy Lumina, however, is the stability enhancement feature that monitors the angle of the
steering wheel and the car's direction of travel. If the steering angle is significantly different
than the car's current direction, the yaw control system selectively applies one of the car's
antilock brakes to put the vehicle back on course. The Northstar engine doesn't really need an
introduction; those familiar with American V8s have undoubtedly read countless glowing
reviews of this motor since its introduction. Nevertheless, we can't pass up the opportunity to
talk about some of its highlights. The all-aluminum overhead cam 4. If more overhead cam
engines produced this much low end-grunt, the overhead valve versus overhead cam debate
would be forever silenced. Cadillac buyers want more than performance, however, or they
would all be buying Chevy Camaros and dumping their savings into the stock market. Cadillac
shoppers are also looking for luxury and gizmos, and here, more than any other manufacturer
on the market, Cadillac delivers the goods. The Seville that we tested came from the factory with
a healthy standard equipment list and was then outfitted with every conceivable option.
Adaptive seats? Console-mounted CD changer? Lotsa' wood on the steering wheel, center
console and shift knob? Trunk storage system? On Star Communications System? Hands-Free
Cellular Phone? Hmmm, how about a Nepalese Sherpa to carry your packages to the car after a
shopaholic bender at the Beverly Center? Ha, they did forget something! Other than that
obvious oversight, the Cadillac Seville can cater to the most demanding gadget-hounds on the
road. Some of the Seville's features are so interesting that they warrant further explanation.
Take the adaptive seats, for example. These chairs aren't to be confused with anything you'd
find down at the La-Z-Boy warehouse. In fact, they incorporate more technology than my first
computer. The adaptive seats are equipped with six air bladders that inflate and deflate
according to input received from various sensors located in either of the front chairs. This
means that the long ride from Brentwood to Palm Springs will be made easier for drivers with
poor posture because the seats will automatically compensate for any driving position. Go
ahead and slouch, this car won't send you to the chiropractor. Another cool item with which to
impress snooty friends is the On Star Communication System. On Star puts you in touch with a
real person via the car's hands-free cell phone. This real live human being can not only give
accurate directions to wherever you need to go, but can also make reservations for you at a
restaurant of your choosing, direct you to a hotel that fits your price range, and will notify
emergency vehicles if the airbags in your car deploy. Heck, the On Star system can even unlock
your doors via remote control if you accidentally lock them in the car, or flash your headlights
and beep your horn if you lose your vehicle in a crowded parking lot. Just call the On Star
number, give them your password, and tell them what you want them to do. They can probably
take care of it for you. We weren't as impressed with the trunk storage system, a foldable
contraption on the floor of the trunk that is supposed to keep papers organized while stowed in
the rear of the car. We found that the unit was hard to open and felt flimsy. It also takes up a lot
of trunk space and precludes owners from placing anything heavy on top of it. We suggest a
nice satchel or briefcase to keep your papers organized. Two of Edmund's editors took turns
with the Seville on a weekend trip to California. Both found the car satisfying, but ended up with
different things to rant and rave about. Points of agreement centered on the car's excellent
powertrain and exceptional balance. For such a large car, the Seville is able to get to speed in a
hurry, and doesn't feel overly clumsy when being hustled along a winding road. One of the
drivers found the Seville's steering a bit vague, but was impressed with the car's brakes. The
other complained about the brakes after he heated them to the point that they made a chuffing
sound until cooled down. Both drivers were impressed with motion control in this big Caddy,
but neither felt that it was as fun as a rear-wheel drive competitor such as a BMW 5-Series or
Mercedes-Benz C The StabiliTrak and Performance Algorithm Shifting systems made the
front-wheel drive Seville seem friendlier to our aggressive drivers, letting them tackle
challenging roads swiftly and confidently. All in all, the Seville STS turned out to be a fast,
entertaining drive with few mechanical glitches to gripe about. The interior of the Seville is
another story. Despite the fact that we liked the seats and the switchgear, we found many of the
controls hard to operate and were alarmed by evidence of shoddy build quality. New drivers of
the Seville may find themselves confused by the multitude of dials, switches, gauges and
buttons, many of which are counterintuitive. Take the hands-free cell phone as an example. Our
editor-in-chief was stymied when trying to answer an incoming call while driving the Seville. The

problem? In order to answer a call, you have to push the "Send" button on the steering wheel.
That makes sense, right? Another problem is the complicated climate control system. It
required so much attention that our drivers were afraid to change the fan speed while hurtling
down the road for fear of rear ending a slow moving vehicle. One of our staff members summed
it up best when he said, "The bottom line is that part of the definition of luxury, in my book, is
simplicity of operation, and the Seville fails miserably here. Do we like the Seville? You bet, and
we think that you might too. It provides a nice balance between power and poise, offering the
buttoned-down performance of an import, while not forgetting that Americans like to be
coddled. Look before you leap, though. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Cadillac Seville. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Cadillac lease specials Check out Cadillac Seville lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Smooth V8 power. Full load of standard equipment. Contemporary styling.
Plenty of electronic doo-dads to wow friends and neighbors. Still too much evident cost-cutting
in terms of materials to rival Japanese luxury cars. Poor retained value history. Plenty of
electronic doo-dads to ring up big future repair bills. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code.
See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Cadillac redefines the American
luxury car by debuting an all-new Seville that boasts the performance, style, refinement and
technological innovation necessary to play ball on a global level. Read more. Write a review See
all 29 reviews. Best automobile I've ever owned, wouldn't want anything else, great power, very
confortable, has all the options you need, great stereo system, heated front and rear seats, love
everything about this car. My wife and I purchased this vehicle used in We have had to replace
the drivers seat heater the whole cushion that was warrantied. One electric window motor;
warrantied. Oil changes are more than normal; the Northstar V8 holds about 9 quarts of oil.
Great comfort and conveniences but an expensive v
07 gmc sierra
2013 nissan altima sl owners manual
2002 lexus ls430 headlights
ehicle overall to maintain. Have owned 6 Cadillacs the last three nothing but trouble think a girl
would learn. The last two 99 Eldorado 98 Seville both head gasket problems right after , miles.
Not sure what to do this time fixed the Eldorado but was never right! Gets to be very expensive!!
Time I guess to look at something different. Would think Cadillac would do something!!! Looks
good but u should pass. Just three weeks into buying I started getting "check coolant level" I
thought no biggie. I put some in but after a few weeks boom same problem again. Went online
and seen Head gasket leaking was a common problem. I heard it's expensive. Still putting
coolant in it. Now it says "servise suspension" tired of car. In process of selling it or trade in.
Only had car for 11 months now. See all 29 reviews of the Used Cadillac Seville. Write a review.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Seville. Sign Up.

